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ABSTRACT 

This paper attempts to investigate the horizontal conductor lightning striking distance estimation. 

An electromagnetic model was proposed to model a vertical downward lightning leader and an 

infinite grounded horizontal conductor by using the charge simulation method (CSM) to calculate 

the lateral striking distance. A formula between the lateral striking distance, the lightning current, 

and the horizontal conductor height was estimated. The proposed formula was compared with 

electromagnetic model and previous formulas. By the use of a similar methodology, a horizontal 

conductor voltage coefficient had been proposed and estimated. The proposed voltage coefficient 

was used to modify the electrogeometric model in order to study lightning striking rates of an 

unshielded horizontal conductor for different heights at either AC or DC voltages. 

Keywords: Electromagnetic theory, Electro-geometric model, horizontal conductor, lightning 

leader, striking distance, charge simulation method, conductor voltage. 

I. Introduction 

The study of electric power reliability is one of the main concerns of electrical 

engineers. This issue has been researched previously by registering and assessing customer 

service across a considerable period of time. The analysis of such data has revealed weak 

points in electric power grids resulting from grid faults and lightning stokes to the electric 

power grid [1]. Protection and control devices were distributed in electric power grids 

which supplied high demand electrical power to costumers, [2]. Some areas around the 

equator have over 100 days of lightning strikes per year. Consequently lightning strikes to 

the electric power grid have become the main reason for loss of the electric power supply. 

In addition, where downward lightning charges travel down along the lightning leader, the 

electric field on the surface of conducting objects increases. Both, the direct lightning 

current and the induced current due to lightning discharges cause damage to equipment 

[3-4]. Therefore, lightning protection strategies are based on shielding electric power 

equipment by using shielding wires or rods. When the lightning leader bypasses the 

shielding systems and strokes the electric power grid, the distributed arrangements of surge 

arrestors protect different electric power components. However, selecting the location of 

surge arrestors is a complex process, as it must be conducted based on the electromagnetic 
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transient of the electric power grid. Usually, the electric power grid demonstrates a 

dynamic behavior and varies with time [5-6]. As a result, an effective design of the 

lightning shielding system is a high priority in order to defend electric power grids. To 

achieve this objective, different techniques have been used to estimate lightning strike 

distance to grounded objects and the design of shielding system. 

1.1. Electro-geometric model (EGM) 

The Electro-geometric model is one of the techniques that have been successfully 

employed to design a shielding system and to provide a scientific basis for calculating the 

annual number of lightning strokes to electric power components and buildings [7-12]. As 

the downward leader approaches the ground, a point of the discrimination is reached for a 

final leader step. In contrast, other models simulate the upward directed leaders from 

objects [13-16]. The EGM portrays this concept with the use of striking distances [7].  

This is the distance between the lightning leader tip and the conducting object, when the 

object surface electric field reaches a critical electric field of air breakdown and an upward 

leader starts from the object to meet lightning downward leader. A number of equations 

have been proposed for determining the striking distance and the principle examples are 

listed as follows [8-10]: 

)1(302 68.0/I

s eIr
     Darveniza                                (1) 

65.010Irs                 IEEE, Love                                (2) 

3/24.9 Irs                 Whitehead                                   (3) 

65.08Irs                   IEEE                                 (4) 

78.03.3 Irs                 Suzuki                              (5) 

9.09.1 Irs                V. Cooray, et.al                           (6) 

where rs is the striking distance in m; I is the magnitude of the lightning current in kA. 

Based on the observations of the lightning strikes to different transmission lines at 

different conditions, Eriksson proposes a lateral striking distance equation with a 

dependence on conductor height h[11]:  

6.074.067.0),( hIhIDs                                            (7) 

 Rizk also studied the effect of conductor height on the lateral lightning striking 

distance [12], for a current ranging from 5 to 31 kA and a conductor height range from 10 

to 50 m. 

45.069.0
a hI57.1)h,I(D                                                (8) 

The Electro-geometric model (EGM) was subsequently modified to consider different 

parameters, such as surrounding objects, transmission line sag, and ground slope lightning 

slope weather conditions [17-22]. Fig. 1 shows the horizontal conductor collecting locus, 

as lightning strikes the horizontal conductor when reach arc bca while the remaining 

strikes go to ground. The attractive radius Dk of lightning stroke with current amplitude Ik 

is given by:  

gsvk rhforDD                                         (9) 
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Where rg is the lightning striking distance to ground, and Dsv is the lightning striking 

distance to horizontal conductor.  

If the length of the horizontal conductor is L, then the collection area Ak corresponding 

to a lightning strike current amplitude Ik is given by: 

LDA kk 2                                       (11) 

The number of lightning strikes to horizontal conductor of lightning current Ik is given 

by:  

gekkk NPAN                                             (12) 

where Ng is the ground flash density, Pek is the probability of lightning current Ik 

Then, the annual number of lightning strokes collected by the horizontal conductor (N) 

is given by: 





m

k
ekkg PANN

1

                                              (13) 

 

(a) h ≥ rg          (b) h < rg 

Fig. 1. The attractive locus for lightning stroke with current Ik. 

This paper focuses on estimating the striking distance by considering the effect of 

lightning current, horizontal conductor height and horizontal conductor voltage in an 

attempt to improve the electro-geometric model. The lightning striking distances are 

calculated by using the electromagnetic model for different horizontal conductor heights 

up to 150 m and under different lightning currents up to 200 kA. The effect of horizontal 

conductor voltage on lightning striking distance has been analyzed by proposing a voltage 

coefficient. The proposed equation and modification for the striking distance to horizontal 

conductor have been used to modify the Electro-geometric model of the unshielded 

horizontal conductor.   

2. The electromagnetic model 

A horizontal conductor at height h has been exposed to a downward lightning leader, as 

shown in Fig. 2. By using the charge simulation method, an electromagnetic model has 

been constructed to study the lightning strike to this horizontal conductor. The 

electromagnetic model consists of a downward lightning leader and horizontal conductor. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic arrangement of a horizontal conductor stroked by the 

downward lightning leader. 

2.1. Lightning leader modeling 

In this paper, the charge decaying distribution along the stepped leader was assumed to 

be exponentially of a negative charge as [23-24]. 
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where, s is the charge density (C/m) at the tip of leader stroke (z=hs), c is the charge 

density (C/m) at cloud base (z=hc), hc is the cloud height above ground (m), hs is the height 

of the leader stroke tip above ground (m). 

The downward lightning leader length hl was assumed to be constant and equal to 3 km 

and c/s=0.05. This value resulted to =10
-3

. The downward lightning leader was 

simulated by n discrete line charges along the positive Z direction. 

The downward lightning leader was simulated by N  vertical discrete constant charge 

densities in Z direction. The charge density for n segment would be as follows (ρnl) : 
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The potential of the downward lightning leader at any point in the space was expressed 

as: 





N

n
nnPV

1

                                             (16) 

where nP  is the potential coefficient for n
th
 vertical discrete constant charge density 

(shown in Appendix I). 

2.2. Horizontal conductor modeling 

The surface charges on the horizontal conductor were not uniform, due to the presence 

of downward lightning leader. The surface charges on horizontal conductor along the 
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positive Y direction was simulated by Nr discrete line charges uniformly distributed around 

a factious coaxial cylinder extending along the horizontal conductor length and having a 

radius equal to a fraction  of the horizontal conductor radius r. To account for the 

nonuniform distribution of the charge along the positive Y direction, each of the discrete 

line charge was divided into Na sections, of which (Na-1) finite sections and a semi-infinite 

section at the end. The length of n finite sections was e
m
(e

(n+1)
-e

n
). The starting distance of 

the semi-infinite line charge ds=e
m (Na+1)

, where m is a constant and is chosen to be 1.84 

[24-25].  

In addition to different line charges at the radial and axial directions inside the 

horizontal conductor, Nr point charges were placed at the intersection of the factious lines 

extension with X-Z plane as shown in Fig. 2. These point charges are recommended in 

order to increase the boundary and check points at intersections of the horizontal conductor 

with X-Z plane, and also, due to the presence of downward lightning leader in X-Z plane 

[24-25]. The assumed factious charges had NrNa+Nr unknown charges. 

To maintain zero potential at the ground plane, images of the simulation charges were 

considered with respect to this plane. To satisfy the boundary conditions, boundary points 

have been chosen on the horizontal conductor surface as shown in Fig. 2. A set of 

equations was then formulated at a set of boundary points selectively placed on the 

horizontal conductor surface to determine these unknown charges. The number of 

boundary points is equal to the number of the unknown charges. The potential at each 

boundary point in the presence of downward leader was expressed as: 

VVQPPP
aara N

np

npnp

N

nsfl

nsflnsfl

NN

nfl

nflnfl  
 111

                    (17) 

where Pfl n, Psfl n, Pp n are potential coefficients calculated at the boundary point due to 

finite line charges, the semi-infinite line charges and point charges respectively (see 

Appendix II), V is the horizontal conductor voltage, V  is the voltage at the boundary 

point due to downward lightning leader.  

 

Fig. 3. Charge simulation of the horizontal conductor 

The voltages at check points were calculated at different cases and compared with the 

conductor voltage to estimate the error. These different charges arrangements have 

demanded maximum error of less than 0.002%. 
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It is considered that lightning would strike the grounded horizontal conductor if there is 

an upward-directed leader from the surface of the object, as shown in Fig. 3. The following 

criteria were tested to estimate whether that lightning leader would strike the horizontal 

conductor, or not [26-28]:  

- The critical electric field in Equation 18 was considered as an indication of the upward 

lightning leader inception. The critical ionizing electric field at the horizontal 

conductor surface was assumed to satisfy the requirements of Peek’s law. 

)
03.0

1(3000
r

mEc 
                                                                 (18) 

where,  is the relative air density, r is the radius of the horizontal conductor; m is the 

surface roughness factor.  

- To ensure sustained progress of the upward lightning leader, the main electric field for a 

gap of a 10 m length around horizontal conductor generated by downward lightning 

leader, exceeded 230 kV/m [26-28].  This electric field intensity is necessary to break 

down this air gap. 

In previous work [24], a lateral striking distance occurred when the voltage of 

cylindrical gap around horizontal conductor reaches the breakdown voltage of this gap. An 

equation of rs = aI
b
h

c
, then exponential coefficient was estimated to consider voltage effect. 

The estimated equation was used to modify electro-geometric model to calculate shielding 

failure probability for high voltage AC and DC transmission lines.  

3. Electromagnetic model results  

3.1. Horizontal conductor at zero potential 

The attractive area around 500 HVDC transmission line was studied before and shows 

that all shielding areas appears lateral to the transmission line [23]. Fig. 4 shows the 

attraction area around the horizontal conductor at a height 50 m due to the lightning current 

31 kA. It shows that the lateral striking distance is longer than the normal striking distance. 

So, the lateral striking distance is estimated in this paper to be considered in EGM. 

The influence of the horizontal conductor height on the lateral striking distance of the 

lightning leader to the grounded horizontal conductor under different lightning current is 

shown in Fig. 5. The horizontal conductor shows that as the lightning current increases, the 

lateral striking distance increases. Moreover, as shown in Fig.5, the lateral striking distance 

of the grounded horizontal electrode depends on its height.  

 

Fig. 4. Attractive surfaces of grounded horizontal conductor. 
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Fig. 5. Lateral striking distance vs. lightning current for grounded horizontal 

conductor. 

The horizontal conductor height is fixed and a second order polynomial equation of 

lateral striking distance for each horizontal conductor height h is estimated: 

CBIAIDs  2
 

The coefficients A, B and C form a set of n equations with the horizontal conductor 

height. A relation between the coefficients A, B and C and the horizontal conductor height 

is estimated and the following results are obtained: 

CBIAIhIDs  2),(                                              (19) 

where, the coefficients A, B and C could be estimated by 

0.0,22.0,0004.0 625.0625.0  ChBhA  

The lateral striking distance obtained by the use of the electromagnetic model shows a 

good agreement with the lateral striking distance by using Eriksson equation (7) as shown in 

Fig. 6. The main deviation between the electromagnetic results and the Eriksson equation is 

1.35 m for current range up to 200 kA and a horizontal conductor height up to 150 m. 

Fig. 7 shows a scattering plot of the calculated lateral striking distance of grounded 

horizontal conductor by employing the Eriksson formula (7), Rizk formula (8), and 

proposed formula in Equation (19). The results show a good agreement between the 

proposed equation and both the formulas of Eriksson and Rizk. The main deviation 

between the Eriksson equation and the proposed formula in Equation (19), and between the 

Rizk equation in (8) and the proposed equation (19) are 7.8% and 7.4% respectively for a 

current range of up to 200 kA and a horizontal conductor height up to 150 m. 

 

Fig. 6. The Scattering plot of the calculated lateral striking distance of grounded 

horizontal conductor by using different conditions compared to that by Eriksson 

equation (7). 
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Fig. 7. The Scattering plot of the calculated lateral striking distance of grounded 

horizontal conductor by using Eriksson formula in (7), Rizk formula in (8) and 

proposed equation (19). 

3.2. A Horizontal Conductor Stressed by +ve or –ve Voltage  

It was then observed that, when the ultra-high voltage (UHV) was built, more lightning 

accidents occurred than were originally calculated. Subsequently, it was found that, the 

actual measured values obtained from the lightning observations were different from the 

calculated values during the design stage [29]. 

Fig. 8 shows the lateral striking distance to a horizontal conductor at a height of 50 m 

when the horizontal conductor is stressed by DC voltage. This illustrates that the lateral 

striking distance increases with an increase in positive voltage of the horizontal conductor, 

where the lightning leader has a negative charge, and then vice versa for a negative voltage. 

This arises from the negative charge of the lightning leader and the positive voltage of the 

horizontal conductor increases in the gap potential, otherwise, the negative charge of 

lightning leader and the negative voltage of the horizontal conductor decrease the gap 

potential around the horizontal conductor.  

 

Fig. 8. The Lateral striking distance for horizontal conductor at height of 50 m 

with applied voltage varies from -1 MV to +1 MV. 

The lateral striking distances were obtained for a horizontal conductor at heights of 50 

m and 20 m, and at different horizontal conductor voltages from -1 MV to +1 MV, and for 

a lightning current of up to 200 kA. By dividing the ackuired lateral striking distance 

curves at certain voltages by the lateral striking distance of the horizontal conductor at zero 

potential, it results in an approximate constant ratio kv at that voltage. This ratio and the 

horizontal conductor voltage were related as a voltage constant for each horizontal 

conductor voltage kV. This coefficient is applied to the modified equation in (19) or to 

modified Eriksson equation in (7).  
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This provides the following coefficient: 
Vb

v ek  and b=0.0003 for a negative lightning 

current. 

Fig. 9 shows a scattering plot of the calculated lateral striking distance of a grounded 

horizontal conductor by using the electromagnetic model, the modified proposed equation 

(19) and the modified Eriksson equation. This demonstrates a positive agreement between 

the electromagnetic model and the proposed formulas with a voltage coefficient. 

Furthermore, this show the mean deviations of 0.84 and 1.15 m from the electromagnetic 

model for the modified the proposed equation (19) and the modified Eriksson equation. 

4. The probability of a shielding failure to horizontal conductor by using 

electro geometric model  

The probability of lightning striking a horizontal conductor stressed by AC or DC 

voltage under different condition were calculated to analyses some observation that were 

noted in relation to the use of shielding failure of UHV and EHV transmission lines by 

using the electro-geometric model in section I1.  

 

Fig. 9. The scattering plot of the calculated lateral striking distance of the 

horizontal conductor stressed by a voltage from -1000 to 1000 kV 

The following assumptions were used in the EGM in this paper:  

(1) There will be no effects of horizontal conductor till the lightning leader is within 

“striking distance” from the conductor. 
(2) The lightning leader develops in a vertical direction. 

(3) The lightning leaders experience only one strike. 

(4) The lateral striking distance is a function of lightning current amplitude, 

horizontal conductor height and horizontal conductor voltage. In this paper the 

modified Eriksson equation is used to obtain the lightning striking distance to 

horizontal conductor. 

(5) The striking distance to the ground was assumed [16] to be equal to the lightning 

striking distance to a horizontal conductor of equations (1) to (5). In this paper, 

equation (4) is used to obtain lightning striking distance to ground 
65.0

g I8r  .  

Assuming a histogram of the amplitude of lightning currents to a flat ground is 

available, and that it consists of K discrete current values, the log10(Pek)=0.05-Ik/74 would 
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be the probability of current Ik in China, where the ground flash density is assumed to be 

0.015 [23-24]. The number of lightning strikes to different horizontal conductors and 

lightning stroke of a negative charge are calculated by using the electro-geometric model 

in section I1, and based on the previous assumptions. 

Fig. 10 shows the number of lightning strikes to horizontal conductors per 100 kilometer 

per year. The number of lightning strikes to a grounded horizontal conductor increases as the 

horizontal conductor height increases. Because the lightning charge is negative, the number 

of lightning strikes to a horizontal conductor when it is stressed by negative voltage is less 

than that when the conductor is stressed with zero potential and also decreases as the 

conductor negative voltage increases. The opposite occurs in the case of lightning stressing 

the horizontal conductor with positive voltage. The lightning stroke to horizontal conductor 

stressed by an AC voltage is somewhat higher than that when it is stressed with zero potential 

and this increases as the horizontal conductor at AC voltage increases. 

 

Fig. 10. The number of lightning strokes to different horizontal conductors and 

the lightning strike of negative charge. 

5. Conclusions 

From the results of the above calculations the following conclusions can be drawn. 

- The lateral striking distance to a horizontal conductor increases as the lightning 

current increase, and as the horizontal conductor height increased.  

- The electromagnetic model was used to obtain the lateral striking distance instead 

of observed results. The methodology used in estimating the lightning striking 

distance from electromagnetic results conducted accurate formula. As the 

proposed formula showed good agreement with the electromagnetic model, the 

Eriksson equation and the Rizk equation.  

- For a negative lightning charge, the lateral lightning striking distance increases if 

the horizontal conductor is stressed by +ve voltage and vice versa. The 

methodology used to obtain the lateral striking distance was used successfully to 

obtain the voltage multiplied coefficient.  

- The results of modification to the proposed equation and to the Erikson equations 

by using obtained voltage coefficient agree with the electromagnetic model 

results.  

- The Electro-geometric model was modified successfully to consider the 

horizontal conductor voltage by using the voltage coefficient.  

- Stressing a grounded horizontal conductor by negative voltage is attracts fewer 

lightning strikes than stressing the horizontal conductor by positive voltage or 

AC voltage.  
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- The shielding system to a negative pole would be much more effective than the 

shielding system to the positive pole for negative lightning charges.  

- The results explain the differences between the previous calculated shielding 

failure numbers and observed the occurrences for UHV DC/AC transmission 

lines. 
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APPENDIXES 

I- Potential coefficients for simulation downward lightning leader 

The potential coefficient nP  of simulation finite line charge of downward lightning leader 

calculated at a given any point of coordinates (xp, yp, zp) is 
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where 1nz , 2nz  are the Z coordinates of the beginning and end of the nth finite simulation 

line charge which has a charge density n, xn, yn are the x-and y- coordinates of the nth finite line 

charge. 

 

II- Potential coefficients for simulation horizontal conductor 

a) The potential coefficient Pp of the simulation point charges of grounded horizontal conductor 

calculated at a given boundary point of coordinates (xp, yp, zp) is  
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where Dpc is the distance between the point charge and the boundary point and Dpi is the distance 

between image of the point charge and the boundary point. 0 is the permittivity of free space. 

b) the potential coefficient Pfl of simulation finite line charge of grounded horizontal conductor 

calculated at a given boundary point of coordinates (xp, yp, zp) is 
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where 
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where yfl n1, yfl n2 are the y coordinates of the beginning and end of the nth finite simulation line 

charge which has a charge density fl n, xfl n, zfl n are the X- and Z- coordinates of the n
th

 finite line 

charge. 

c) The potential coefficient Psfl of simulation semi finite line charge of grounded horizontal 

conductor calculated at a given boundary point of coordinates (xp, yp, zp) is 
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where 

 

 

 

 

where xsfl n, ysfl n, zsfl n are the x-, y-, and z- coordinates of the starting point of the nth semi finite 

simulation line charge which has a charge density sfl n. 
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عقة لموصل أفقي  تقدير بعد ضر ص

 ملخص البحث :
يم  يسي في ت مغ ر ج ك و اقتر ن وصل افقي.  عق ل ف ضر ص ير مس ق إل تق تسع ه الو
ي  ت ال م ان وصل اأفقي ع ا م بط  ال و ال عق الع يل تق تي ال و لت ن

ا  ست ك ب ريق مح ا  ست ق صيغ بين لحس  (CSM) الشح  ب وصل.  ف ضر ال مس
ا  ست قترح ب يغ ال نت ال وصل اأفقي.  تم مق ع ال تف ا  ، عق ي ،  تي ال ن ر ال ف ال مس
مل ج  ، تم اقترا مع ث ي م ا م .  من خا است بق يغ الس يسي مع ال مغ ر و ال ال

وصل  وال يل ن قترح لتع مل ال ال ا مع . تم است ير س اأفقي  تق ه ر اس  ال من أجل 
ف   ت ع م تف يب  ا ك تح وصل اأفقي من  س واعق ل ا ضر ال ا متوتر  ج مع

ر.  مست
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